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INTRODUCTION

Th© demand for topographic maps from hunters, fisher-»en, vacationers, professional engineers etc, has been
Increasing with each passing year.

In 1940 people bought

some 700,000 copies of topographic maps.
jumped to well over 2,000,000 copies.

In 1946 sales had

Civilian use of

these maps by veterans has contributed substantially to the
tremendous expansion of demand for maps since World War XI.
In recent years, the quality of topographic maps has been
greatly Improved by refinements in methods and by the use
of aerial photography in map compilation.

This advance-

-»ent, and an ever-increasing demand from engineers, geo-loglsts, and many others for more detailed maps, has resulted
in the current practice of issuing new topographic maps
covering 7& minute quadrangle area at a scale of 1*31680
or 1:24000.

.

To meet this ever-increasing demand for topographic
maps th© United States Geological Survey has set up a
twenty year program to complete mapping of the United
States and its possessions with modern topographic maps.
Of this total area only one-quarter has been completed.
This leaves some 8,700,000 square miles with out adequate
modern topographic map coverage.
In view of this tremendous mapping program a nation
wide survey of a representative group of topographic map
users was in order.

This survey consists of a Invest!®*-

-tion by questionnaire as to the usee of the topographic
map, and Improvements desired by the general public.
.

•

v

^

* .

It

*

Is an established fact that you can not please all the
people all the time, however* the problems which this
paper attempts to answer are:
1. Poes the topographic map actually meet the
requirement© of the majority of its users or does it meet
the needs of Just a few select types?
2. What are the many uses the public has for the
topographic map ?
3. What improvements* if any, does the general public
desire In the present day topographic map.
The author feels that if but one minor improvement
is made in topographic maps as a result of this survey
it will be well worth the time and effort spent in its
compilation.

Over a period of years even a minor improve

m e n t can represent thousands of dollars in savings to the
map user.

3

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
To the authors knowledge this is the first nation
wide survey of this type to be conducted.

Two years of

research has failed to uncover any similar attempt.
However, the .American Congress on Surveying and Mapping
published a symposium on * The Meeds, Uses and Benefits
of the National Topographic Map Series". This symposium
t
was presented at their ninth annual meeting, June 8, 1949
Washington, D.O.

4

DISCUSSION
The two limitations# time and cost# made it mandatory
that a survey of limited scope be outlined and adhered
to.

A final list of eighteen categories of topographic map

users was drawn up and questionnaires were made for eaoh
of these.

A special questionnaire was compiled for each

category in which leading questions were asked; questions
which the author thought should bring out the uses of the
map by the consumer.

The questionnaire was confined to

one page and the attempt was made to word the questions
in order that they might be answered with a simple yes or
no.

This method would undoubtfully increase the percentage

of returns.
As the orglnal qiiestionnalre for each category was
oompleted, a mailing list was drawn up for that category.
This proved to be one of the most difficult phases of the
thesis because of the reluctance of most persons to be on
any mailing list.
almost any source.

Names and addresses where obtained from
Books, newspapers, engineering direct-

-orles etc. are but a few of the many sources.

Reference

to the bibliography of this paper will give the reader a
near complete souroe list from which the mailing lists were
drawn.
A maximum of two hundred names and addresses were
ohoosen for eaoh category.

Special care was taken that

each state was represented a n a l l y whenever possible.
However, in several instances this was not praotioal since
eertain types of Industry might be located in one section
of the country.
A letter was written to accompany each questionnaire
In which was stated the reason for the survey and the
Importance of their answers In respect to the outcome of
the investigation.

The letter, questionnaire, and self

-addressed envelope was enclosed as a unit and mailed from
Holla, Missouri at a rate of fifty per day beginning the
*’
*
•
*.‘
second day of July 1951.
As results began to come in they where divided into
their respective categories for compilation.

Two months

was required after the last of the questionnaires were
mailed to receive the majority of the replies.

In order

to begin the compilation of the questionnaires a limit
was required to be set on the amount of time allotted to
receive these answers,

When the rate of replies dropped

to less than on© per day an imaginary line was drawn and
compilation began.
In compiling the replies a record was made of the
-

K

answers received for eaoh question.

The number of yes and

the number of no answers for eaoh question was noted
and recorded.

When a quest ion required more than a mart

yes or no the answer was recorded in full, but only once

6

for each category.

Thereafter each time the same answer

was received it was recorded as a number behind the orglnal.
In this manner the total number of times a answer appeared
in one category was easily computed.

This was especially

useful in computeing th8 number of times a certain use, of
the topographic map, appeared in any one category.
As eaoh category was completed the percentages of yes
and no answers were compizted and recorded.

The questionn-

-aires with the total answers, uses, and suggestions for
improvements for each oategory appear on the following pages.
The number which appears behind the use or suggestion
is the number of times that use or suggestion appears
in that category.

At the end of eaoh questionnaire summary

is recorded the number of questionnaires sent and the
number returned with the percentages for that oategory
computed.
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Educators

1. Do you use the topographic map as an aid in teaching
geology and physical geography ?
Xes

3 1 ---- 49.2#

No

26 — - 41.3#

Ho A

6 ----

9.5#

2. Does your school have regular classes in topographic map
interpretation ?
Xes

38

60.4#

Uo.

23

36.5#

2

3.1#

No. A

3. Do you use the topographic map as an aid in teaching
subjects other than geology and geography ? If yeg8 what
subjects 1
yea

49 -—

77.6#

No

1 4 ---22.2$

1. Cartography

2

2. Field Research 3
3. Route Surveying
4. $'ftT,er Supply

21

10. Power Studies

4

11. Conservation

3

12. Surveys in Sociology 2
13. School of Forestry 2

12

5. Drainage problems

10

14. Military Ed.

2

6. Geodetic surveying 31

15. Stream Pollution 1

7. Soil Mechanics

16. Thesis & Research 1

2

8. Descriptive Geora. 2

17. Aerial Mapping 8

9. Photo gramme try

18. Hydrology

19

12

3. cent.
19* Sanitary Engineering

10

20. RE Curves and Earth Work 12
21. Highway E n g r .
22. R.B. Engr.

21

12

23. Topographic Surveying

15

4. l?o you have any uses for the topographic map not listed
above ?
Yee

2 3 --- 36.4

%

Ko

2 0 --- 31.8

$

Mo A

£ 0 --- 31.8

%

Uses:
1. Research problems In geology

2

2. Research problems In geography

1

3. Starting points for professional surveys
4. Reference for city planning
5. Hunting & fishing
6. Field use

3

2

1

3

7. Photo grams ©try

3

8. Reference requeets

2

»•

•

.

9. Research in highway construction
10. Community study

1

3

11. Used in storm sewerage design

1

12. Consulting work in hydraulic and sanitary engineering

9

5. Do the present contour Intervale meet your requirements ?
Yes
So

5 9 ---- 93.65
4 *»—— 6.45
Those who objected to our present contour interval

quoted 10 and 20* contour interval as desired
6. Does the present range of published scales meet your
requirements ?
Yea
Ho

If not, what range of scales do you desire?

5 ? ---- 90.55
6—

9.55

Scales desired:
1. Scales larger tiian 1:24000 for environs of cities
2. 1:20,000

5. Is 5,000

3. 1:25,000

6. Is 6,000 .

f

4. 1?10,000
7. Is the drafting sufficiently neat and accurate ?
Yea

63 ---

Ho.

0

1005
•

8. Does the present map show enough elevations for your use?
Yee
Ho.

5 4 ----85.75
9 -— 14.35

9. Have you any suggestions as to ways the topographic map
could be improved so as to better serve the teacher ?
Yes

2 7 --- 42.85

Ho

36 ---

57.25

Improvements listed:
1. Set up a special set of 25 maps for a short course on types
of physical features resulting from land forming agencies.

9.

oont.

Improvements listed cont.s
■ •
’ >’
2. Show contour elev. numbers more often
.

•

•

3. Show ae found corner® only those that have been found
4. More topographic map coverage
8.

Larger eo&lea and smaller contour Interval.

6. Disoribe position of all horizontal & vertical oontrol.
7. Issue publication on where to obtain the different maps.
8. Adopt better symbols, have greater variety in key,
9. Use some method of color to show plant growth.
10. Oive more Information on classes of roads.
11. Publish more elev. in city areaa.
12. On back of map give pictoral and descriptive data
i

•

•

•

relative to face of map Instead of standard descriptions.
13. Periodic revisions.
14. Send list of available maps to teachers at regular
intervals.
15. 'fake printing off back because oiling of map makes map
study easier but printing on back shows through when oiled,
16. Kake more maps with shaded relief available.
17. Make map© available to schools at lower cost.
Questionnaires mailed-— ----- 102
Questionnaires answered-— **-

63

Percentage of returns-- —

62#

11

RESORTS

1. Bo you use topographic mops a a a means of advertising ?
Yes

10 ----40$

No

13 ----52$
2 ----8$

No A

2. Do you make topographic maps of the local area available
to your guests as an extra attraction and convenience ?
Yee

19-- 76$

No

3—

No A

12$

3-— 12$

3. Do you use topographic maps as an aid In planning tours,
hikes and oamping trips 7
Yea

17----- 68$

No

4—

No A

16$

4----- 16$

4. Do you u«e topographic maps as part of your decoration
scheme for your cabins, motels, or hotels ?
Yes

9- ------ 36$

Ho

11- ------ 441
5-

No A

5. Do you have any uses for the topographic map not listed
above ?
Yee
So
No A

9 ----- 36$
.

7 ------28$
9

■
—-— ’
-■'36$

12
5. cont.
Uses listed?
1. Hunting parties

3

2. Looating access roads to remote fishing areas
3. Trapping and cruising
4. Used by reel estate buyers stopping at hotel
5. Aid in locating and measuring land areas
6. Laying out trails
7. Locating sights for tourists
6. Do you prefer to have or not to have the timber overlay

on your asp?
To have

17— ------88$

no

1—

No answer

7—

----- 4t%
*--- 28$

7. Does the present map show sufficient detail such as
roads, houses, trails, etc. for your use? If no, what
/ *t
'
i
additional detail do you desire?
Yes

10---- —

40$

Ho

9------ -36$

Ho answer

6--- —

24$

Additional detail desired?
1. All woods roads <& trails

3

2. Abandon cabins
3. Old mining claims
4. periodic revision
8. Does the present range of contour intervals meet your
needs?

coot.
15------- 60#
*
3— ----12#

Yes

.

Ho
Ho answer

7------- 28#

9. Does the present range of published scales meet your
requirements?
Yes
So

15------ 60#
3----- 12#

8o answer

?— — — 28#

10. Have you any suggestions as to ways of improving the
topographic map so that it might better serve the re
sort owner?
Ye©

7------ 28$

No

3------ 12$

14o answer

15----— 60#

Improvements listed:
*
*
*
1. Periodic revisions

.

*

'

■

"

.

2. Kore coverage
3. Name more crooks and rivers
4. Name islands, keys, etc.
5. Don't put price on maps so they can be sold at a
reasonable profit.
6. Show water depth in important lakes.
7. Show more trails
8. Publish list of available maps
9. Put list of maps and prices in resort hotels
11. If you have never purchased a topographic map do you

\

11. cont.
know where to obtain them?
Ye e
Ho
Ho answer

----- 2 $%
11--- — 44$
?--- — Z B %
7

Questionalre6 sent
Answers received

- 100
- 2b ■

K0710B PICTURE IRDOSTRY

1. Are you familiar with the topographies map and what It
con help you accompliah?
Yes

•

Ho

7—

----31.8$

15------ 68.2$

2. If you were to have need of a topographic map do you
•

ft

*

Know where to obtain a copy of the aiap for the desired
area?
yea
Bo

6----- 27.2$
16------ 72.8$

3. Do you use topographic maps as an ©id to find certain
types of topography when It Is specified in the script?
Yee
No

6------- 22.8$

'

17------ 77.2$

4. Do you use topographic maps to plan the sites of company
camps when on location away from the studio?
Yes

5-~---- 22.8$

Bo

17-------77.2$

5. Do you use topographic maps as an aid to determine what
type and amount of equipment you will need when shooting
pictures away from the studio?
Yea
Bo

3------- 13.6$
19-------- 86.4$

6. Do you have any uses for the topographic map not listed
above?

6 cont.
Hq

so----- — 90

Uses:
X . i’o determine the sun tract on certain si tea so
that scenee can be scheduled for proper time of
day.
2, Determining beat routes from one location to
another,
7. Is the present range of contour internals satisfactory?
Yes
Ko

22------- 100#
0

0. Does the present range of published scales meet your
requirements?
Yes
Wo

0
22------- 100#

Questionnaires mailed—

----- -— -200

Questionnaires answered---------- £2
Percentage of returns----— —

—

11#

xf

& im i KG' m m x w m

1. Do you find the topographic map an aid in locating
mineral deposit© t
Yes

3?----- 68.5$

Ko

11----- 20.2$

Mo A

6---- -11.3$

2. Do you use the topographic map as a base map for geologic
mapping and prospecting of the deposits ?
Yes
Mo

42———— 7 7 ,
6 --—

Mo A

11.3$

6 ----- 11.3$

3. Do you use topographic maps for planning the mining and
the disposal of over burden and tailing© ?
Yes

3 9 ------ 72.3$

Mo

1 1 ------ £0.2$

Mo A

4 ------- 7.5$

4. Do you find them useful in locating mill sites ?
Ye©
Mo
No A

38 —
10 — -- 18.5$
9 — -- 16.6$

5. Do you use topographic maps in developing water supplies,
oonatruotion camps, ©to. ?
Yea
Uo
Mo k.

2 8 ------ 52$
1 9 ------- 36.2$
7 ------- 12.8$

6. Do you use topographic maps for planning pollution
abatement ?
Ye 8

18------ 33 .4$

No

27------ 50.0#

SO a

9------ 16.8$

7. Do youuse topographic maps in conjunction with prellmin-ary eurveys ?
Yea

47------ 87$

Ko

3------ 5.5$

No A

4------ 7.5$

8. Do you have any usee for the topographic map which are not
listed above ?
Sea

1 6 ------ 29.8$

£Jo

1 5 ------ 27.8$

So A

23 -----

42.6$

Uses listed:
1. Used in selecting suitable location for drill rigs
2. Used to outline property lines
3. Study of drainage problemo

2

2

3

4. Location of roads, coctputeing grades etc.
5. Planning underground deveiopcaent ( shape of coal seams
usually conform to topography of above ground area ) .
6. Location of erection corners and eeinlng claims
7. Sta&eing out mining claims

2

8. Location of raw material for cement plant
S. Hunting trips

2

2

3

8. oont
Uses cont:
10. Used to determine relative ©levatlcns.

These are

important in determining areas in which to ocsoajence
operations In a proposed mine development.
11. Planning triangulation points

3

2

12. Location of drainage tunnels.
9. Does the present range of contour intervals meet your
requirements ?
See

46--- -83.4$

No

5----- 9.2$

No A

4----- 7.4$

10. Xe the present range of published scales suitable for
your use ?
Yea.

45 — —

83.4$

Mo

5 ------ 9.2$

Mo A

4 ------ 7.4$

Bequests:
1. Larger scales

3

2. Scales in cultiple® of 1" = 1000*
3. 1* z £00*
4. 1:31,250
11. Do you have any suggestlone as to vaya of improving the
topographic map that It may better serve the mining
engineer 7
Yes
Mo

...

1 1 ---------20.4$
43——— — —— 79» 6$

ao

11. Cont.
Suggestions for improvement bj
1. More established bench marks in connections with
survey so that rough field levels could be tied
into them.
2. Showing triangulation data would be benefioial.
3. See to it that mlnoraliasd areas are mapped.
4. More widespread use of the 1:31,600 eoale with 20*
contour interval.

3

5. Where it exists, public land subdivisions should be
shown.
6. Not© unusual outcrops of limestone, sand or other
industrial minerals on maps.

2

7. Periodic revision.
8. Smeller contour interval and larger scales.

Questionnaires sent: -— —

--- >-200

Questionnaires answered — *—

— — — 64

Percentage of r e t u r n s -------- ---27^>

21

SCOOT MASTERS
-

•

'

.

'

.

*

*

'•

.

_

j

1. Do you use topographic maps ae an aid In teaching your
*
'
*
'
^
scout troop map reading?
*

.

.

Xes

.

.

•

42------- 95.5$

Mo

2 --------- 4.5$

2. Bo you uss topographic maps when planning hikes or camp
ing trips'?
I’ftS

29— —

No

15------- 54$

3. Do you as a scout master prefer to have or not to have
the timber overlay on the map?
To have

42------ 95.5$

No

2------

.

4.5$

4. Do your scouts find It easy or difficult to reed a topo
graphic map?
Easy

34------ 77.2$

Difficult

10------ 22.6$

5. Have you any usee for the topographic map in your scout
ing activities which are not listed above?
fee

10------ 22.8$

No

34------ 77.2$

Ueee Listed?
1. Used to teach map reading

£

2. Used for setting up adventure trails for scouts
*

•

*

•

*

*

3. Qsergency operations
4. Civil Defence organizations

•

s

* „•

•

22

6. oont.
Uaoa(oont).
5. Checkins elevations
6. Used In making scale model
?• Used in instructions courses for snout masters
6. Used in teaching compass reading
9. location of soil erosion for conservation badge
6. Does the present range of published scales meet your
requirements?
Yes

41-------

Kb

3---------?j*

7. Does the present range of contour intervals meet your
requirements?
Yes
No

44------ 10C£
O-----

8. Have you any suggestions as to ways of improving the
topographic map that it might better serve the scouts
and scout masters?
Yes

12-------- 2?. 3#

Ko

32— :------ 72.7£

Suggestions for improvement sj
1. Kake available to scouts at no cost
2. Add points of historic value
3. Slmplier distribution system
4. Kore coverage
5. Publish list of available maps
6. Better marking for trails

'

8 oont. (Suggestions for Improvements)
7. Periodic revision
8. Print on better quality paper
9. Include a suggested utetnod of folding map on margin
i •
* •.
.' •
10. larger scales and smaller Cl
11. large scale iaap of state and national parfes would be
of gx^eat value to scouts and tourists.

Questionalree sent:
Questionnaire a answered
Percentage of returns

250
44
17.6#

24

.

FORESTRY

2# Vo you use topographic asp® &a a base to compile forestry
maps?
Yes

.

132-------- 77.6#

No

38—

----- 22. 4*

3. Do you use topographic maps s»s & guide to rout©® of travel
and accessibility of timber?
Yes

152-------- 89.4)$

No

’

18------- 10.6#

■
4. Do you use topographic maps when planning logging opera
.

.

.

tions as well as transportation of the timber?
Yes

145--------85.2#

Mo

25--------14.8#

5. Do you use topographic maps as an aid in locating oemp
sites, water supplies, etc.?
Yes

127------- 74.7#

No

43--------25.3#

6. Do you use topographic toapa ae an ©id when cruising end
estimating timber?
Yes

132-------- 77.6#

No

38-------- 22.4#

7. Do you use topographic map® when planning your oonaer**
vatlon program for future timber production? If yeat how?
1. Timber management

7

2. Determining eitoe suitable for different species
■

•

•.

i

by elope

. . •

'.

20

7 con.
3. tvr-oaion control

2

4. Figuring logical units and transportation planning
for sustained yields unite

5

5. Control cutting to coincide with growth
6. Location of sale areas

5

6
' . ' .’

7. Fire breaks, fikid roads, pruning areas,etc.

4

v

8. Planning transportation system for logging units

4

9. Out line timber working circle® In drainage areas

4

* *

i*

J>

"

_

-

’

.* t . * <* • i ’♦

10. Location of roads to run with contours for skid roads
11. In Junction with aerial maps
12. Kootly in preparing acqulstion programs

2

13. Watershed improvements
14. S'ach drainage area set up and outlined

2

15. To determine merchantible areas
8. Do you use topographic maps as an aid in the location of
houses, roads, trails, telephone lines, land use, owner
ship, and property valuation in forested areas*?
Xec
, Ho

143--- ----- 84$
■•

27-------- 16$

9. Do you use topographic maps for purposes of fire provention and fire control?
Xes
'
135------— 79.4$
• -.’* *
•.*
fto
35----- — 20.6$ (Not available)
•

_

.

Uses?
1. Fire fighting strategy

48

26

9 cont.
2. Determining: rate of spread of fire

93

3. Determining fire line location and number of chains
of line

57

4. Estimating accessibility of fires
6. Determine use of machinery

58

47

6. Location of hazard and occurence areas

57

7. Determine burning index by slopes (steeper slopes,
higher rete of burning)

58

8. Estimating available water

48

9. Probable direction of spread
10. Aerial petrol

43

4

11. Location of natural fire barrier®

42

12. Plot azimuth or redial maps In outlook towers
13. Seen area maps

42

14. Location of lookout toners
15. Mapping burned erea

33

21

16. Location of approx, ownership boun&rlee
17. Fuel Happing

35

16

15

18. Location of dwellings in fire area
19. Training new employees

8

2

20. Control to find possible jump spots end helicopter
landing spot*
10. Do you use topographic maps for ecological and silvi
culture studies?
fee
HO

67---- ---- 39.4$
105-*— *— -— 60.6$

a?
10 Cont.
use as
1. timber and other vegetation typea vary greatly
with elev. and exposure.

17

2. Specific cutting practice®.

2

3. Management plans, T5I work.
4. Location of sample plots.

2

5. Preliminary planing experiments.

2

6. Site classification.
7. For sketching type boundaries, for projection
and predicting stratigraphic outcrops.
2. Outline of watershed®.
9. Computing acreages of different types of plants.
11.

Do you use topographic maps for any uses not listed
above 1i
Yes

79 ------------ -46.5$

Ho

9 1 ------------ 53.5$

Uses:
1. Reore&tional planning.

11

2. Computing areas of watershed.

15

3. Wildlife and range management.
4. Hunting.

28

3

5. General information.

5

6. As base for plotting progress records on road
end trail development®.

4

7. Location of lookout towers.

3

XI cont.
8. Dam sites.

4

9. Orientation in sales, trespass and fire capping. 2
10. Determining coal outcrops end probabilities of
strip mining.

2

11. To decide relative economic value of timber
stands.

2

12. location of communications.

2

13. To color gov. ownership on maps.

2

14. Orienting aerial observers.
15. Locating Q-LO monuments.

3

16. Search for lost persons.
1?. Determine elev. in computing scale of photos
16. Boundry line surveys.

2

19. Flood control.
20. Looation of radio communications requiring line
of sight broadcasting.
21. Suggesting routes of travel.
12. Does the present range of published scales meet your
requirements ?
fee
Uq

1 2 3 --- «-------- 72. 3$
47

g? •7#

Scales desired
1. l" s 1 mile.

15

4.

* 1 mile.

2. 2* - 1 mile.

22

5. 3.3* * 1 mile

3. 4* • 1 mile

12

6. e* - 1 mile

29 -

12 oont.
?. 1:15640

10. 1:12000

8. 1:31680

11. 1:63360

9. 1:62500
13. Does the present range of contour intervals asset your
needs?
lea

131---— --- 77$

m

39---- ------ m $

O.X. Desired
1. 100*
•
•

2*.
' 3.

•
3

40*

-1

'

'. ;"

'-.

50 *

14. Do you have any suggestions as to ways of improving
the topographic map that it may better serve the
forest service?
Suggestlone for improvements
1. Larger scales

3

2. More coverage

8

3. periodic revision

13

4. Show probable location of section lines on un
surveyed townships
5. Make maps more readily available
2.
"•
, -J*;•' • ••••'
' •• .. . ' .
...
6. Fut in all information on section corners and
township lines that can be found

4

7. 'Adjoining quads should be same scale

2

8. Use a more durable paper for map printing
9. Better marking for county lines and township
• . lines

8

30

14 cent.
10. Snow timber with overlaya

2

11. Township and range lines should be heavier color
than eectlon or other lines on the map

2

12. Tut a sketch on map showing adjacent quads for a
key
13. Forest service standard map scales are 1,2*4, and
S" to the mile.

This does not agree closely enough

with U.S.G-.S. scales.

Conversion 1® tedious and

often impractical
14. Show REA commercial pov?er lines
15. Indicate Natl. Forest by shading or cross hatch
16. Show quality of road surfaces.

21 Hangers reported no maps available for their area.

Questionnaires sent:

200

Questionnaires answered;

191

Percentage of returns!

95.5#

ttEOLOO
1. Do the present topographic maps present an accurst®
enough topographic base for the geologist to record
the geology accurately In three dimensions?
Xe e

4 9——

— 83$

no

lO------ — 17$

2. Since ourface phenomena are important &s a key te subaurface geology are the topographic expression* of
geologic phenomena recorded accurately and in enoug-b
detail? If not give reasons for dissatlsfaotlon.
Yes

49------ -— -83$

Ho

10---------17$

1. Many maps don*t check with aotusllty
2. Inciting in topographic detail
3. Scales to small to ahow benches

2

4. More ha*1a needed on bridges, peaks, etc.
5. Maps need periodio revision

•

3. For your uae as a geologist i s the present range o f

published scales of the topographic base s a t is f a c t o r y ?
fee
Ho

53---------89.9$
6------— 10.1$

Scales desired:
1. 1!48000

5. 1:2640

2 . 1:62500

6 . lw « 2 C0 0 1

3. 1:24000

7 . Scale comparable to British

4. It 64500

3

g* seelc
8 . Larger scale®

11

4. Is there enough control, both horltontal and vertical,
on the topographic base so es not to limit the practical
value of the resulting geologic map ?

If not vhat, in

your opinion would be the minimum amount of control
necessary to obtain such accuracy ?
les
Ho

52 -------- 88$
7 -------- 12$

Ho suggestions where submitted that made any sense.
5. Are the present contour intervale satisfactory ?
Yes

57 ------- 96.6$

No

2 --------3.4$

6. 2>oes the present map show sufficient oulture detail,
such as old trails and roads 7
Yes

46

No

78$

1 3 --------- 22$

7. Is the draftsmanship sufficiently neat and accurate
for your use ?
Ye e

69

100$

8. Do you have any suggestions as to ways of improving
the topographic map so that it may better serve the
geologist t
Yes
No

3 1 --------- 52.6$
28

47.4$

Suggestions for improve®ents:
1. More topographic map coverage
2. Periodic revisions

10

19

8. oont*.
Suggrstions for improvements!
3. Reprint some of the early quadrangles now out of print
4. (Jive brief outline of geology of region on b a c k of
aap.
5. leave off green and red overprint.
6. Locate and give elev. of all water, oil, and gas wells
7. Give elevations at highway and road Intersections.
8. More bench marks at mouths and heads of ravines

4

9. ^how more old trails.
10. Show timber b y overlays
11. Give overlays showing bed rock outcrops.
12. Publish fences.
13. Give a short discrlptlon of location of B M 1s
14. Hake all scales accurate as to detail.
15. Give name of cooperating agency in caakelng map.
16. Give credit on m ap to men responsible for production
of m a p le, field men, multiplex operators, draftsmen.
17. Statement as to accuracy of map as to horizonal and
vertical control should be given at base of map.
18. Better quality of paper is desirable, map becomes
brittle with age.
19. Standardization of the size of sheete on which maps
are printed.

20. Where sectioning le highly fragmental, due to
irregular, unseationed Spanish land grants or other
unseotloned areas.

Make any fragmental township,

34

8. oont.
range and section numbering that does appear, more
complete, and much more prominent then at present on
both mop and margin*
21. More oare in showing political boundaries, such os
township end county lines.
22. host exsisting maps are to email a scale to be good
for detail geologic mapping.
23. Make a eeries of maps on 1:6000 scale for western
mining areas.
24. Maps of two scales for flat and mountainous country.
25. Have fieldmen prepare a general description of area,
1c as to agri.

, industries,

natural vegetation,

geological aspects,

lumber, saining etc.

This should

appear on back of map instead of the meaningless
standard description which is now printed there.
26. Kore effort should be made to show real shape of land
ie, vertical cliffs, benches etc.
27. hake arrangements where by an individual could have
access to orginal sheets from which he could have
enlargements seed© to use as a working base.
28. hake some distinction in symbols between sections
c o m e r s that are in existence and those lost.
29. Show points used by plane table man on published map.
30. Use scale 1:25000 instead 1:24000.

Questionnaire a mailed -— ----- 200
Questionnaires answered— *----- 61
Percentage of returns — — ---- 3 0 .5$

COUNTY ACHESTS

1. Do you use topographic maps as an aid to erosion
studies and terracing 7
Yes

43 ------75.4$

Ho

1 4 ------24.6$

2. Do you use topographic maps In the design of a drain
a g e system that you may lay the tile for maxiamm
efficiency in draining the farmer's field ?
Yes

30 --- *— 62.6$

Ho

27 ------47.4$

3. Do you use topographic maps as an aid in reclamation
and flood control in the lowlands of your district 1
Yob

2 9 ------ 51$

Ho

28 ------ 49$

4. Do you find topographic maps an aid In long range crop
or range rotation plans ?
Yes

40 — ----70$

Ho

1 7 ------ 30$

5. Do you use topographic maps for the measurement of field
acreages for the purposes of crop control 7
Yes

2 1 ------ 36.8$

No

36 ------ 63.2$

6. Do you use topographic maps for educational purposes
such as 4-H clubs etc. ?

36

7. Do you have any usee for the topographic map that are
not listed above t
Xes

2 8 --- ----49$

Ho

2 9 ---- -- 51$

Uses listed;
1. Logging recommendations.

2. An aid in getting acquainted in a new area.
3. To dellnate watersheds.

4. To check elevations on which to base seeding
recommendations

2

5. To locate farms and old roads.

6

6. Laying out irrigation systems.

3

7. To determine slope of drainage areas.

2

8. Elevations in regard to precipitation.

2

9. Locating and showing schools.
10. Mapping telephone and power lines.
11. Distance to market.
12. Mileage measurements.
13. Stream location.

2
2

14. Slope is a factor in farm manpower requirements,
production, selective service.

15.

Farm

planning.

16. Computing watershed areas

4

17. Choosing pasture lands.
18. Eleotlon dlstriot information.
19. County planning and zoneing.

37

6. Does the present range of contour intervale meet your
requireciente ?
Yes

4 8 --------84.2%

No

9 --------15.8 £

contour intervals desired:
1.

5'

5

2.

1*

4

9c Does the present range of published scales meet your
requirements ?
Yes

4 7 --------82.4#

Ko

1 0 --------17.6#

Scales desired:
1.

1:25000

2

2.

1"

at

fr Mile

2

3.

1"

55

660’

1

4.

1"

5.

1"

1 Mile
_

1000*

10. Do you have any suggestions aa to ways of improving the
topographic map ?
Suggestions for Improvements:
1. A group education of county agents by U.3.G-.S.
representative on the uses of the topographic map.
2. More topographic map coverage
3. Periodic revision

5

4. Shaded oontour maps.
5. Give quality of road surfaces

3

10. cont.
Suggestions for Improvements:
6. (live quality of surrounding area as to crops etc.
7. Color to indicate solid forestry areas.
Thirty-one county ©gents answered that they did not
use topographic maps.
Questionnaires mailed

-------- *200

Questionnaires answered --- -

88

Percentages of returns----- ---- 44$

MEDICAL AND HEALTH SERVICES

2. Do you use topographic maps as an aid in pollution
abatement problems ?
Xes
No

51-------88$
7------ 12$

Kow used in pollution abatement:
1. In connection with sewerage studies.

7

2. Location of sources of pollution.

16

3. Location of stream sampling points.

9

4. Location of sewage and industrial wastes treatment

plants.

12

5. In connection with drainage.

18

6. Location of evaporation ponds.
7. Location of watershed areas.

2
26

8. Studies relating to shell fish bearing waters, on
shore and off shore.

4

9. Tracelng path of travel of surface water.

7

10. Determination of physical and hydraulic character
istics of streams.

7

11. Determination of probable effects of reservoirs on
stream flow characteristics.
12. Estimate run

oft,

2

4

13. Air pollution studies co-orlnated with meteorological
data.
14. Estimate degree of watershed occupation.

3

40

2 . oont.
15. Base map for enlargements and reductions

£

16. To deteraine distances, such as distance from
discharge of wastes to next large river etc.

3

17. To determine topographic characteristics of water
shed. 3
16. For makelng sketches to accompany reports.

4

IS. To locate lagoon sites.
20. Determine land elevations.
3. In areas of emergency do you use topographic waps to
help locate camp sites, detours, etc. ?
Yes

39 -------67.3$

Ho

1 9 ----- — 32.7$

4. Do you use topographic maps as an aid in reaching
places not easily accessible ?
Yes

33 ----- 57$

Ho

25 ----- 43$

5. Do you use topographic maps as an aid in insect control ?
For example, locating mosquito breeding areas ?
Yes

36

62$

Ho

22

38$

KethodB used;
1. Drainage studiea.

2

2. Location of dumps for rodent control.
3. Gontrol of flies and fly oontrol surveys for major
fly sources beyond municipal limits.

5

41

5. oont.
4. Sanitary land fill looation.
5. Illustrate erosion and determine possibilities of
restoring original grades.
6. Used in survey of ticks end other deeeaee reservoir
animals.

3

7. Determine elevation because in oontrol of fleas
and rodents elevation effeots population.
6. Do you use topographic maps s b an aid in tracing ground
water sources ?
Yes

3 0 ----- 51.9%

Ko

2 8 ----- 48.3#

7. Have you any suggestions as to ways of improving the
topographic map so that it may batter serve the health
services ?
res

3 1 ----- 53.6#

So

27 ------ 46. 5#

Suggestions for improvements:
1. More topographic map coverage.

17

2. Adopt a single scale for all 7£ min. sheeta.

2

3. Indicate corporation lines of villages and cities.
4. Have a local dealer distribuate maps.
5. Indicate names of main highways.
6. Perlodlo revision.

17

7. Smaller contour Interval and larger soalea,

11

8. Suggest outlining important river basin areas.

7. eont.
9. Publish maps to soale of 1:31680.

3

10. Locate springs which can be used as emergency water
supply.
11. Put mile points on major rivers and tributaries.
12. Sho?; areas owned by the O-ame Comm la el one.
8. Does the present range of contour lnte2'vnls meet your
needs ?
Yee

54 ----- 93$

Ho

4 —

7$

Contour intervale required:

1.

5* Cl

4

9. Does the present range of published scales meet your
requirements ?
Yes

52 --— -89.6$

Ho

6 ----- 10.4$

10. If you have never used a topogr&phio map, do you know
where to obtain them 7
Yes
Ho
Ho A

11
3
44

11. Do you have any uses for the topographic map that are
not listed above 7
Yes

29 -------50$

Ho

29 ------- 50$

Uses lis t e d :
1. Location o f s h e llfis h and re c re a tio n a l waters.

4

43

11. oont.
Uses Hated:
2. Check sites for sewage plants.
3. Locate sewage pumping stations.

2
2

4. Check location of long outfall sewer.

2

5. Check sites for water plants and location of long
raw water iinee.

2

6. Preparing Eurvey reports.

4

7. Used to compute drainage are© from which is computed
sax. and min. runoff.

2

8. Preliminary location of impounding reservoir sites. 7
9. Preliminary study of flood plain ares in connection
with plant site location.

2

10. Well location surveys along streams.

2

11. Location of watersheds of ©11 public water supplies. 8
12. Locate all approved realty subdivisions.
13. Looatoing farm ponds.

2

14. Studies for future water supply.
15. Hunting and fishing.

1

4

2

16. Location of hospitals, health centers.

2

17. Used for location of Juvenile camps In providing
for their Inspection, including protection of adjoin-ing lakes.
18. Flood control studies.
19. Lake level stabilisation investigations.

8

20. Selecting emergency sources of water supply.
21. In policing water eheds fo r publlo water supply.

11, cont.
Uses listed!
22. In policing areas «?ub,}eot to pollution.
23. Ecological studies on birds, reservoirs of human
and animal disease.
24. Ecological studies on soil Infesting nematodes.
25. Used to estimate elevation of aquifers.
26. General location of geological features end top©-

-grsphy.
27. For determining locations for elevated tonka and
stand pipes.
28. For determining elevation and static pressure in
water service districts.
29. Oeneral ares maps.

14 answered that they did not use them.
Questionnaires mailed - — — -— 200
Questionnaires answered — - ~ 7 2
Percentage of returns ------— 3G#

TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH
2. Do you use topographic maps as an aid In selecting
routes for your communication lines?
Yes

27-------- 73#

Wo

10-------- 27#

3. Do you use topographic maps as an aid in the design of
the telephone lines?
Yes

17-------- 46*

No

20-------- 54#

Uses Listed:
1. Location of poles
2. Location of underground conduit and cable routes
for ©xohenge and toll plants

2*

3. In scouring right of way easements
4. Aid in connection with town, county, and sfcete
Improvements of highways
5. To determine general characteristics of terrain
6. To determine possibilities of development of areas
along route

2

7. Aid in locating shortest routes, accessibilities,
grade, and extent of timber is gauged*
8. Aid in determining etorm loading areas from
elevations
9. To select type of construction adaptable to terrain
10* Aid in preliminary layout reconnaissance and line
surveys

2

Efses cont
XI. Choosing routes to sub-ststiona
12. To note gradients, guying needs, pole spacing

2

13. Matching together the sections covering our terri
tory
14.Aid in ohooslng new cable routes
4. Do you use topographic maps to Identify your customers
ae to location accessibility, etc?
Yes

24-------- 65%

No

13-------- 35#

5. Do you use topographic maps to help plan future expan
sion of your company?
Yes

27-------- 73#

No

10-------- 27#

6. Do you have any uses for the topographic map not listed
above?
Yea

13-------- 35#

No

2 4 -------- 65#

Uses Listed*
1. Location of office boundary lines
2. Location of tax districts
3. For computing milage for exchange and toll
services

4

4. In connection with commercial survey# of future
growth
5. Investigation of drainage conditions for build
ing sites
6. In selecting radio relay and mobile radio land

4?
Uses coat.
stations sites
7. Location of access roads
8. Aid in locating section c o m e r s ,

rancho lines,©to.

9. Looating towers for micro-wav© ooiaitunication
stations

2

10. Layout of rate zones
11. Conservation
1£. To determine distance from last subscriber to
atyplicant

.

13. File with dept, of Public Utilities to show mutually
agreed boundaries between adjacent companies
14. Used as exhibits before P.8.C.
7. Does the present topographic map show enough detail,
such as roeds, houses, drains, etc.?
Yes

31--------- 84#
6---------- 16£

Ho

8. I 8 the present oontour interval satisfactory for your
use?
Yes

36--------97.2/6

No

1---------2.e£

9. Does the present range of published scales meet your
requirements?
Yes

•
35-------- 94.655

Ho

2-------- 5.4)5

Scale b desired:
1* If26,000
2. 1:60,000

,
3. Larger scales in general

46

10. Have you any suggestions as to ways of improving the
typographic map that It might better serve the
communications companies ?
Yes

18-------- 48.6#

Ho

19-------- 61.4)6

Suggestions for improvemente:
1. Show wooded areas.
2. Avoid solid roads.
3. Avoid overlays.
4. Avoid green wooded areas.
5. Have one basic scale for all quadrangles such as
1:62,600.
6. Show complete land net also type of vegetation as
timber, brush, etc.
7. Show power transmission lines .
8. Periodic revision.

5

9. Wore topographic map coverage.

3

10. Indicate outcropping rock or ledge formation.
11. Publish catalog showing available maps and coat.
12. Have adjacent maps of same scale.
13. Have Island maps incorporated with surrounding water.
14. Hore simplified method of designating quadrangles.
Questionnaires mailed —

--------200

Questionnaires a n s w e r e d ------ ---67
Percentage of r e t u r n s ----------- 33.5)6
Twenty nine companies did not use them at all.

49

OIL IftDUSTBX
1. 0ces tii© present topographic map meet the requirements
of a good base for the ©ampliation of ownership maps ?
Yea

4 1 ------- 69.5$

«o

1 6 ---- ----30.5$

2. Poes the present rang© of contour Intervals meet your
needs ?
Yes
Ho

5?

----- 96.8$

Z

-----3.4$

3* Do you find that it is possible, by the use of topograph
-1© maps, to design a system of reeds to support your
heavy rigs, as well as choose the sites for bridges and
culverts by having advance knowledge of the drainage area
and type of terrain encountered ?
Yes

ho
4.

Do

6 1 ---------- 86.5$

8 -------- 13.5$
you use the knowledge of the topography that a

topographic map gives you to ©elect the site of any
structure to be built ?
Ye©

44 ------— 74.5$

K©

1 5 ---------25.5$

6. Cen you use & topographic map to advantage in the design
of s system of gravity flow from the tank batteries ?
Xcs

5 4 ----------- 91.50

15o

5 — ———— — —— 8«5$

50

6.

you use a topographic map to aid in the location of

Do

pipelines, camp sites, puiap stations etc.
Xc«

52 ----------88$

ho

7 ------- -----1£$

.•

,

7. Docs the topographic map save you time end money in the
preparation of preliminary estimate® ?
les

5 1 ----------66.6#

ho

8 ------ ---- 13.5$

8. Do you use topographic maps for other purposes than
those listed above ?
Yes

3 8 ----- -— 64.4$

ho

21

------- 35.6$

listeas

Vee&

1. Geological sapping in the absense of aerial photos. 7
2. Used to

get

clue as to geologic structure of area. 2

3. Location of section corners and property comers.
4. Location of BJ4‘$ and trianguletion stations.

2

2

5. Estimate elevations on competitor wells not covered
by elevation service. 8
6. Used by field geologists.

2

7. Base-for reconn&laanoe surface geology. 7

8. Drainage and pollution studies, 2
9. Base maps.

3

»•

10. Special area map to clarify river meanders and lot
and block, boundaries.

11. General accessibility and expense of operation. 2

51

8. cont.
12. O-ae plant location.
13. Location of roads.

2

14. Hunting, flaking.
16c Location of roads,

g

16c Pipe lino design and construction.

2

17. Surface drainage.
18. L&fce sites.

.'

19. For planning and executing geophysical surveys.
20. For reeonnaisauce of topographic survey®
21. Selection of sites for radio antenna tower*.
28. Base for maps for 8AA obstruction permits.
23. Aid to orientation In field.
24. Ooaaputation of drainage area®.
*" .

■

*

*

i

.

*

•

9. In your opinion he® ampping kept pace with the method®
of drillings, producing and refining ?

10.

Yee

3 1 -------- 52. 5$

Ho

2© —

----- 4?. 5$

Does the present range of published scales meet your
requirements f
yes
So

50 — ------- 84.?$
& ------ -— 15.3$

Scales desiredi
1. Is24000

3

4. X* m 4000*

2. 1* * 1000##2O00*,3000*

5. 4* m 1 Kile

3. 1“ * 400*

6. 1* • 8000*

.

•

•

m

11. Do you us© topographic mapa for plotting positions
and determining elevations of seismographs when
using geophysical prospecting ?
Yes

25 — — — — .— — -42.4$

Mo

54

— — — — 57#

12. Do you have any suggestions as to ways of improving
the topographic map so that it might better serve the
oil industry ?
Suggestions for improvements:
1. Periodic revision.

12

2. More effort should b© made to

make

the land net

correct as it is now obviously wrong in a great
many cases.
3. Leave off overprint.
4. Better method of distribution.
5. Print elevation on section corners.
6. Minimum scale of 1:625,000.
7. Outline oil fields, include the discovery well with
each field.
8. Provide a choice of scales: 1* » 1000’, 2000'* 3000*
9. Heavier lines for township and rang© lines.
10.

Mote

rock outcrops.

11. More topographic map coverage.

26

12. More BM*s.
13.

Show

X & X

values on triangulation stations along

coastal water-ways.

12. cont.

14. Project sections, township®, ranges, in areas
covered by land grants.

3

lb. Color the 100, 200 or 500 contour band
16. Publish more tt&pe on scale of 1: 24000

1?. Shore highways by red over print.
18. Use decimal Instead of natural scale.
18. Indicate land development.

20. Hake available transparencies

o f the

land office

grid.
21. Republish army map service coverage in calif,
shoeing land office grid In lieu of army grid.
Three questionnaires did not use at all.
■

*■ i

.

’

.

•

Questionnaires mailed — --- -- --- 2Q0
Questionnaires answered -------—

62

Percentage of returns --------- -

21 #

*

54

POWER COMPANIES

1.

you use topographic maps as an aid to find the

Do

presence of any natural obstacles or .hazards when
planning transmission lines ?
Yes

104 ------- 93.7 %

No

7 ------- 6.3$

2. Do you use them to compare alternative routes as to
distance, value of land, agriculture, industry, etc.?
Xes

103 ------- 32.6$

No

6 ----- ~ 7.4$

3. Do you use them to select routes through or around
towns and cities ?
lee

92

No
4.

Do

*~82.3$

1 9 ---------- 17*US
you use them to help select locations for your

sub-station® ?
Xes

8 1 ------

No

73$

30

27$

5. Do you use topographic maps to study topography along
a proposed route thus determining the greatest span
.
sJ-. ' • \

.

.

.
'

*
*

*

.

•

length in the line tfhieh in turn can be useful In the
design of the power line ?
Xes

6 8 -------- 61.2$

No

43 -------- 38.8$

55

8. Do you uae topographic

m spa

to Identify your customers

as to location, accessibility etc. ?
Yos

5 9 ---------- 53 *2,4

ho
7.

5 2 ---------- 46.0^1

you have any uses for the topographic sap not listed

Do

above ?
Xms

Bo

59 — —

— 53.2$

5 8 ---- --- -48.8^

Usea listed?

1- Basie for system aiape and circuit maps.

10

2* Basis for any sketches showing ell or parts of our
territory.
3. Used in conjunction with serial photos to locate
trensalsslon lines.
4. Boca ting

V%

3

radio tra-nemitting stations.

5. Determine elevation of power plant®.
B,

Aid in finding section and township corners.

7. Determine Bat. and Bong.

2

4

B. Bocate access roads to transmission lines.
9. Used to determine water ne*ad for preliminary hydro
studies.

11

10. Used as a base for controlled aerial &oeaio map®. 2
11. Used to determine ratios of aerial photos as to
correct scale of photo.
12. Boosting micro-wave towers.

5

13. -Reference for right of way acquisition.

56
7. oont.
14. Determining routes for proposed gas mains.
15. Show distribution systems on them.
16. Used in rural line extension work.
17. General reference.
16. Location of power plant sites.
19. Bevelopement of drainage areas.
SO. Determine limits of watershed.
21. Hoad and railroad location.

7
4

22. Determine elevations over mountains.
23. Checking structure elevations near airports.
24. To obtain permits from federal authorities.
25. Reservoir locations.
26. To help establish locations on aerial photos.
27. To determine snow, enow survey stations, and sleet
areas.
28. To determine location of £-way radio station for max.
coverage.
29. For checking geographical features shown on system
maps.
30. Location of wooded areas.
31. Used as rough check when running profiles.
8. Is the present contour interval satisfactory for your
purposes?
tea106 ----- 96.8*
$0

.5 #••«••••• 4.5$

9. Xs the present rang© of published scales suitable for
your uses ?
X&&
IS©

100 — ----- — 90$
1 1 ---------io#

Scales desired:
1. 2* « 1 Mil©

2

5. fr = 1 m i s

2. 1:26,000

2

6. 1" • 1000'

3. 1:62500

?. 1* =660'

4. 1:31660

2

8. 1* - 1320'

10. Have you any suggestions as to ways the topographic map
could be improved so as to better serve the power eosu-p&nies ?
Suggestions for improvements:
1. More topographic map coverage.
2. Periodic revision.

16

9

3. Make adjacent maps to same scale.

2

4. Show grid system and deviation from true meridian.
5. Improve distribution system.

2

6. Show existing utilities.

2

?. Show

move

BM’s

8. Show high water marks along rivers.
9. Print woods overlay.

'i
10. Show sectionsi townships and ranges.

2

11. Suggest power companies be informed of latest maps
12. As much information as possible should be given

68

10. oont.
for Eft's and trlangul&tions stations.

13. Show Halts of airports and direction of runways.
14. Show oorp. limits.

15. Show township and range lines with heavier lines.
16. ftore precise B.ft. elevations, possibly on a
appended list on margin.
1?. Add bearings on sections
18. &Lve an indication of the approximate precipita
tion in the area.
19. Provide sheets of standard size.
Twenty three companies stated that they did not use the
maps. Usually because they where to sms11 a company.
•

t ',}

*

****?'

-*.

J>'

.

*

questionnaires mailed.--- — ---- 200
questionnaires answered----- — -~134
. i-

Percentage of returns — -------- 6?#

.►
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RAILROAD

m o t m m

X. Are topographic maps an aid in revealing the presence
of any natural obstacles or hazards in planning rail
-road routes ?
yes
no

8 2 --------- 9?. 7 %
2 ------------ 2.3%

2. Do you use them to compare alternative routes as to
grade, distance, value of local agrl. and industry ?
Yes
• No

94$

79

© --------- 6$

3. Do you use them to help select suitable places for
crossing streams ?
y«8
&0
4

? 3 --------- 89.3$
9

10,7%

. Do you use topographic maps to help select routes
through or around towns and cities ?
yes

6 8 --------- 81.0$

)io :

1 6 --------- 19.0$

.

5* Do you use topographic maps to aid in hydrologic studies
to determine the design of drainage structures ?

6- Do you use topographic maps to select the location of
any necessary sidetracks ?
42 -

i■
'*’*

,

flo

•- .V

-50$

'*;•.
. .•

42 — ——— — — 50$

*

6©

7. Do you use topographic maps to compute outs and fill© f

©.

Y©e

4 8 ---------- §7$

Ho

3 6 ---------- 43$

1

the present range of contour intervals satisfactory

b

r

t *

,

•

•

for your uses 1?
Yes 78 ~~~—
no

6 ------------ 7$

Contour Interval requested, wae 8*
9,

1 b the present range of published ©©ales satisfactory ?
Ye®

7 2i----------- 88.7$

Ho

12

14.3$

Scales requestedj
1. Larger scales

3

7. 1» » 1 811©

2. 1:62600

8. 1" « 2000*

3

3. 1:30000

9. !» * 1000*

2

4. 1:31230

lO. l n =

8. 1:48000

11. 1* « 6000*

6. 1:12000

12. 1:24.000

400 ’

10. hist any uses of the topographic maps that pertain
V*

•

•

to your work which are not covered above.
Use© listed:

1. Computation of drainage area.
2. Location of highways and railroads

2

3. Used as key maps with applications for government
permits for cable crossing, dredging etc.
4. Used in preparation of location maps.
•

.

.

i. ♦

.

. *

5. Checking political subdivisions.

2.

61

10. cont.
6. Location of property.
7* Locating grade crossing and grade separations with
highways.
8. Preliminary estimates and reconnaissance surveys
for branch or spur lines.
9. Used as a base map.
10. Determining locations and lengths of tunnels.
11. To relate private Bid’s/to U.3.G.S.

datum.

12. Water supply studies.
13. Cross country transmission line location,
14. General exhibit map to show industrial sites.
15. To show mineral lands and data there on.
16. To show the effect of flood control reservoirs.
17. Identification of small streams.
18. Used for showing location maps or detail plan®.
19. Used to orient the location

of

the observer on

aerial surveys.
20o Used for plotting the extent of coal company
properties.
21. Computing great eircle or air line distances.
28. For travel by secondary roads.
11. Does the degree of accuracy of the present topo-graphic map meet the standard required by your
specific&tlons ?
Xes

78 --------93J8

Bo

6 ---------- 7jS

62

1 2 . Do you use topographic maps as an aid in soil
investigations ?
No

73 *------------- -87$

13. Have you any suggestions as to ways of improving the
topographic map that it may better serve the railroad
engineer

*!

Suggested improvements;
1. Show depth to bed rock.
2.

More topographic map coverage.

6

>

m

3. Classify roads.
4. Show bridges at over and under passes more clearly.
5. Number contours store frequently.

3

6 . If possible show dividing line between watersheds.
7. Have consistent scale between sheets.
8 . Periodic revision.

2

10

9* Show through highways by definite marks.

2

10. Complete mapping of areas along RR not now mapped.
1 1 . Give Information concerning type of surface of rde.
12. Keep river outlines more up to date.
13. Os© symbols to indicate corporation limits.
14. Show R.R.* highways and contours in heavier line.
15. Select color of contours to give dlstint line on
photostat.
Questionnaires mailed

--- —

Questionnaires answered---- —

--- 200
--- 84

Percentage of returns — ------- --- 42$

conmmcTxon engineers

1. Do you use topographic maps as an aid in compiling
estimates for bids on a proposed project ?
2 0 ------- 80$

Yea
No

5 ------

20%

2. Do you use topographic maps as sn aid in hydrologic
studies for any of the following:
a. Hydraulic structure design.
Yes

8 ------ 32$

No

1 7 ------68$

b. Municipal and industrial water supply.
8 ------ 32$

No

1 7 ------68$

c. Water power.
yes
4 ----- -16$

No

2 1 ------84$

No

1 7 ------68$

No

22 ------88$

No

18 —-— — 72$

Yes

d. Flood control.
Yes
e.

8 ------ 32$

Navigation.
Ye8

3 ------ 12$

f. Erosion control.
Yes 7 — ----- 28$

3. Do you use topographic maps as an aid in city planning ?
Yes

7 ------- 28$

No

18 V-'-----72$

4 . Do you use topographic maps as an aid in highway and
railway location ?
Yes

1 1 ------ 44$

64

6. Bo you us© topographic maps as an aid in locating
pipe lines, power lines, water lines, etc. *
Yea

11 --------- 44#

no

1 4 --------- 56$

6 . Since topography of the site is one of the controlling
factors in determining the construction procedure of
job, do you use maps as an aid in selecting the type

&

and location of your plant and const, camp ¥
Yes

1 7 -------- 68$

So

8 -------- 38$

7„ Bo you use topographic maps in conjunction with
preliminary surveys ?
Yea

16

--------- 60$

U©

10

40$

8 . Bo you have any uses for the topographic map that are
not listed above ¥
Yes

Ho

3 --------- 18$
8 2

-------- m

%

Uses listed*
1 . Fishing and Hunting.
3. Location of native material (stone and gravel) by
study of the topography of the area.
• * 3* Earth-wor& qualities.

4. Soil Surveys.

65

9. Does the present range of contour intervals meet
your requirement® ?
tee

2 5 ---- — 100$

10. Does the present range of published scales meet
your requirements ?
Yes
Uo

2 3 -------- 92$
2 --------- 8$

Scales desired:
1. 1" - 200s
2. X M - 10001

•

11. Do you have any suggestions as to ways of improving
the topographic map that it might better serve the
construction engineer ?
Yes

6 -------- -24$

Ho

1 9 ------ — 76$

Suggestions for improvements:
1 . Better method of map distribution.
2.

Larger scales.

3. Periodic revision
4 . Show elevations or contour major stream bade.
5 . Show subsurface contours

6 * Show types of soil, rook, etc. In area.
Hecleved 1 1 more questionnaire® in which they stated they
did not use topographic maps.
Questionnaires mailed-------------200
Questionnaires answered —

-----36

Percentage of returns. ------------ 16$

66

FARMERS

&

CATTLEMEN

1. Do you use topographic maps as an aid to erosion
studies ©nd terracing ?
Yes

1 0 --------52.6$

No

9 ------- 47.4$

.

2. Do you use topographic maps In the design of a drain
-age system that you may lay the tile for maximum
efficiency In draining your fields ?
Yes

No

e

------ 42$

11

------68$

3. Do you use topographic maps for long-range crop or
range rotation plane ?
Yes
No

8 ------- 42$
1 1 ------- 58$

4. Do you use topographic maps as an aid in reclamation
and flood control in your lowlands ?
Yes

7 --------- 36.8$

No

1 2 --------- 63.2$

6 . Do you use topographic maps to make a

farm

plat for

use on legal documents or for general development ?
Yes

6 --------- 31.6$

No

1 3 --------- 68.4$

6 . Do you use topographic maps as a guide on sporting
expeditions suoh as hunting, fishing, camping eta.?
Yes

5 ---------- 26.3$

No

1 4 ---------- 73.7$

67

7. Do you us© topographic maps in planning your live
-stock round-up8 9
Yes

1 ------- 5.2$

No

1 8 ------- 94.8$

8 . Do you us© topographic maps to plan timber cutting,
sawmill sites, and reservoir sites ?
Xee

2 ------- 10.5$

No

1 7 ------- 89.5$

9. Do you use topographic maps in laying out fences 9
Yes

5 ---- ------26.3$

No

1 4 -------- 73.7$

1 0 . Do you have any uses for the topographic map that are
not listed above 9
/
Yes

0 —

—

— o$

No

1 9 ----- 100$

1 1 . Is the present contour Interval satisfactory for your
uses

9

.

Yes ’ 1 9 ----- 100$
No

•

0 ------ 0$

12. Does the present range of published scales meet your
requirements ?
Yes
No

18

------ 94.8$

1 ———

Scale desired:
1 . Ywioe as large

5.2$

68

13. Do you have any suggestions

to v?ays of improving

the topographic map so that it may* better serve the
farmer and cattleman ?
Yes
No

0 --------0$
1 9 ------ IQOjg

16 other farmers answered but stated they did not use
topographic maps at all.
Questionnaires mailed — *

------ 200

Questionnaires answered —

--- --- 34

Percentage of returns —--------- - 1?#

69

^

'

BEAL M&TATE

*

*

X*

Bo you

i

.

.1

i

<

,i

use topographic isaps for preliminary property

descriptions to a prospective customer so as to
eliminate many field trips ?
1 6 ------- 51.7$

XG8
•

Z.

•

. *

•

,

* . ' * • ' *

4

Uo

14 — — — — 48.3$

Bo you

use topographic maps as a guide in finding

property not easily accessible ?
1 ? - - .— ~s©.6$

.¥es
wO

• IS —

*4^

3. Do you use topographic map© as © base to compile
ownership maps 7
12

X©®
Ho

^.«»4i*4$

.

" 1 7 ------- 5 8 . 0 0

4* Do you us© topographic maps as an . eld in
advertising
*•
•
local property 7
Xes

12------

Ho

41.4$
S8 .6$

17

5. Does the present topographic map shov enough culture;
.

N

J’

*

'

•

’

»

l,.e. roads, houses, timber, etc. for your use ? If not
what would you desire ?
Xbb

1 8 -------- 62$

Uo

I X

-------- 38$

1 . Hore detail and clearness.
2. Proposed flood control project should be included

70

6 . Do you use any type of

mmp

coordinates to Identify

your clients with their property interests ?
Xes

1 1 ------- 38$

No

1 8 --- --- 62$

7. Do you use topographic
Xes

1 0 ------ 34.5$

No

1 9 ------ 65.5$

mape

in planning new subdivisions

a. to plan roads ?
Yes

8 ------ 27.6$

No

21 ------ 72.4$

b. to plan drainage and sewerage systems
Yes

8 ------ 27.6$

No

2 1 ------ 72.4$

?

©. to estimate labor, materials, and time in new
construction, or in rebuilding old construction ?
Yes
No

4 ------ 13*8$
25 ------ 86.2$

8 . To whet extent do you use topographic maps to determine
the valuation of the land ?
*es
Ho

28 ------ 96.5$
i ------- 3.5$

1. Customers knowledge of the land or leok thereof
determines this one.
2. A® to how to develop most bldg, sites per tract
of land.
3 . To determine as to plateau or hillside land.

f

?!

8 . coat.
4. To some extent.

3

5. To determine classification and acreage with a
grid scale.
6 . Location of soil and waste land.
7. Erosion, slope, roads, Improvements environment,
streams, at©,'
9. Is the present range of published scales satisfactory ?
If Ho, what scale or scales would you like
Yes
No

*t

2 8 ---------96.5$
1 — --- -

3.5$

10. Have you any other uses than those listed above for
the topographic map ?
1. Training Boy Scouts.
2 . Floot trips on river.
3. Farm work.
4. Oil leases.
5. Locating boundary lines and corners where they
have been identified on the maps.
6 . Irrigation development
11. Have you any suggestions as to ways the topographic
map could be improved so as to better serve the real
i"

t

estate man ?
1 . Print on better quality paper.
£. Clear in detail, additions of some grade lines.
S. Hake more convenient to fold and carry.

11. oont.

4. Ownerships indicated.
§o Correlate surface to eub-surface studies.
6 . Eliminate map dlstrlbutatlon centers# charge
high enough price to take oar® of delivery
to point of usage.
Questionnaires mailed --- --- -- -- 100
Questionnaires answered --- -— ---- 2 9
percentage of returns---- -- --- —

29$

m

w m m m m

X. Bo you use the topographic map as an aid In
Investigating claims y

y©e.

-.-.-.*.*.-**.-,^•§0 . ^

5

•J

So
2o

4

*-44.4^

Bo you use topographic maps as an aid in Investigating
th© value of any land investments t
Xes

4 -------- 44.4#

No

5 ----*---

3. Boss the present map show enough culture 1©., houses,
roads, timber, lakes, pipeline®, etc. ? if »©f what
culture do you need ?
res

e --------- — e@.9£

So

1 --------- 11.1*

'
•

1 . Water lines, fire hydrants, fire dept, station.
4. Bo you have any uses for the topographic map not listed
above ?
X. General information on area.

...

2 . determining location of Insured buildings.
8 . Is the present range of published scales satisfactory
If No, «*hat scales doyou

desire ?

*-*-100^

lee

9

No

G *••>*••***■' Q*

©. Bo the present contourIntervals meet your requireHaunts

t

It Ho, eh*t intervals do you desire *

7

6. coat.

Xes

9 --- --- XOQjg

Ho

0 --------

0$

7. Have you any suggestions as to ways the topographic
map could be Improved so as to better serve the
insurance companies ?
46 answered that they did not use topographic maps at all.
Questionnaires mailed

----------- 200

Questionnaires answered Percentage of returns -- ---- ------ 27.$ %

76

n m m ax m m m m

1. Are topographic ©aps an aid in revealing the presence
of any natural obstacle® or hazards in planning high-«&y routes ?
Yes

67 ------- 100$

2. Do you use them to compare alternative routes as to
grade* distance, value of looal agriculture and industry ?
Yes
No

54

-----94.7#

3 ------- 5.3$

3. Do you use them to help select suitable places for
crossing streams ?
yes
No

4 9 ------ 96$
8 ------- 14$

4. Do you use topographic isaps to help select routes
through or around to^ne end cities ?
Yes

45 ------ 79$

No

1 2 ------ 21$

5 . Do you use topographic maps as an aid in hydrologic
studies to determine the design of drainage structures
Yes
No

5 2 ---- --- 91$
5 ------- 9$

6 . Do you use topographic maps to select routes of
necessary detours ?
Yes

30 — -----52.6$

jjq

27 **—

——

47 «4$
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XO eont.
9. As aid In map editing
10. Spoting horizonal & vertical control
11. Showing flood areas
12. Showing geologic formations
13. Correcting our county & state maps

2

14. Land surveying
15. Maps used in connection geodetic survey's
16. Used as an aid in photographic interpretation
11. Poes the degree of accuracy of the present topo
graphic map meet the standard required by your
specifications?
res
Ho

60------- 87.8$
7 ------- 1 2 .2$

12. Do you use topographic maps ©s an aid in soil in
vestigation?
Yes

28------- 49.2$

Ko

29--------50.8$

13. Do you have any suggestions as to ways of improving
the topographic map that it may better serve the
highway engineers?
1. Periodic revision

6

2. Aerial photos taking place of map
3. More extensive delineation of state grids
4. Make manuscript maps available
. ' 6. Complete coverage
1
4.
'
.
;"
6. 0.X* less than 10 ft.
1

%

&®r* maps*

a

8 . Show "head of navigation41, on navigable water-waye,

9. Prefer all quadrangle* to ha m b « seal*.
10. List eortesiofc oo-ar&Xnates and elevations when
available of all survey monuments on book of sheets
IX* Use engineer seals.
12. More BM*s
13* Use better grads of paper.
14. Omit army grid but not lambsFt,
15* Show Xsmbart ao~©rdlnates for triangulation points,
1 6 . fifephastss -section Hose*
1?. Helpful if roads were extended slightly over edge
of quadrangle so that quadrangles could be matched
quickly.
IS. Corrected list of bench marks should be published
in book form.
19. Location of relocated roads.

Questionnaires mailed *■
Questionnaires answered
Percentage of returns *■

' . •-••
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COHOLUSIOHS

the percentage ot return©, the reader will note,
varies fro® XI# to 96,5#. This Is to be expo ©ted because
persons having the most interest would be naturally more
inclined to answer an Anquirey about the uses of the
topographic ts&p. An examination of the questionnaire results
shows that the categories having the higher percentage
of returns also show® the highest number of uses.
A listing of all the suggested improvements would
be a needlees repetition since they all appear in the
questionnaire summary.

However# after careful examination

of the questionnaire results it is the authors opinion
that there are some changes which should be made.
Xt will be noted that the request for more topographic
map coverage leads the list of suggested improvements*

^hle

calls* not for an Improvesaent in the map itself* but an
improvement in the planning program which produces theee
maps*

The present 20 year program is inadequate.

In 1934

the U*S. Geological Survey estimated that 4?# of the
United States was covered by topographic maps and that
only 25# of these maps were adequate modern maps.

In 1950

the Survey estimated that approximately 50# of the United
States wee covered by topographic mapping but that only
26# was covered by maps which would meet modern standards*

Xa sixteen years of mapping activity total coverage has
increased only 3$.

Adequate map a have not increased

because they are becoming obsolete as fast as mapping

agencies are producing then*

At the present tine about

m o quadrangles are being mapped each year.

At this rate

it will take SO years to cover this nation with what is
now considered adequate maps.

With the present rat© of

industrial and agricultural growth these maps will be
lust as obsolete then as the ones they are replacing are
now.
It is the author1s opinion that our mapping program
should be stepped up about 30O# if we hope to have adequate
coverage even 130 years from the date of this paper.

This

will require additional funds, but according to Robert
Stephenson of Penn. Topographic and Geological Survey,
In one prewar year W O , 000,000 dollar® was spent fo r
construction of highways in the United S ta te s.

Highway

engineers estimate that 97,500,000 dollars of t h is could
have been saved in preliminary surveys and co n stru ctio n
coat had topographic map coverage been adequate.

T h is one

case in itself would have saved enough tax money to go

a lo n g wey toward paying for the a cce le ra te d mapping pro gram

Accordtag to a recent article published in "Nations
Business", engineers figure that topographic maps save 70#

on preliminary survey* and usually guarantee a big staving
in lease of properly ©hoosen plant sites.

When this we*

translated to a industry wide basis it cam© to the tremen
d o u s saving of 160,000*000 dollars annually.

There doesn’t

aeect rocsa for any doubt that topographic maps could pay
their own way,
Xt 1s not enough* however* to produce $ good topographic
reap* publish it, and forget it.

Mapping agencies should

adopt a sound revision program,

A program of periodic

revision should be established,

The length of time between

revisions would depend on a number of variables and could
be determined only after detailed study.

The revision

?#q u 1& effect only the oultur© since the topography would
change little except changes due to man-made operations.
Once we have the maps there la the problem of distribu
tion.

The delay of ordering the maps through the malls

discourages sales.

If we want the topographic map to become

familiar to each man* woman and child In the United State*
as it should bet then we must put it within easy reach of
all.
It is the author’s recommendation that each post
office be supplied with a stock of all quadrangle* avail
-able in that state for sale to the public and with a
large index map showing what quadrangles cover what
particular area.

This map should be posted in the lobby

of the post office tor public use.

For quadrangles out

02

side of the state In whieh any particular poet office is
located, a catalog list of quadrangles available in each
state should be made available to the public so that they
might then order those quadrangles direct from the issuing
agency*
$fa© questionnaire answers substantiate that larger
scales and smaller contour intervals are much in demand.
Engineers are foremost in demanding this but do not stand
alone.

Every effort should be made to meet these demands.

The larger the scale and smaller the contour Interval the
more valuable the map due to its increased range of use.
However, at the present time the size of scales the
federal agencies can produce is set by law at 1:24,000 in
order to eliminate competition with private contractors.
Another result of the questionnaires was requests
for more information on class and type of road surface.
This Information would be invaluable to a map user new
to that particular area covered by his map.

If the ueer

knew the kind of surface, especially on secondary, un-iraproved roads such as gravel, clay, loam, sand, etc.
he could estimate whether or not they were passable or
suitable to his particular use.

In the author’s opinion

unimproved dirt roads should be further classified accord-ing to the type of surface.

The field ©ompletetlon

engineer should delineate the required information on

the blue XXne sheet*

The best method to differentiate

between loam, sand, clay eto. should be left to the
discretion of the cartographic sections.
Many complaints were received in regard to the
quality of paper that the maps are printed on.

The

complaints were that the map* become brittle with age.
T h Is especially becomes a problem to persons heaping a
large file of topographic maps.

Why not publish maps on

two different qualities of paper ?

Additional copies of

each quadrangle could be published on a better grade of
paper which would with stand folding and age.

This copy

could be obtained for an additional charge equal to the
extra ©cat of production.
The questionnaires also indicate that the public as
a group needs to be informed of the advantages and bene*
-fits that a good topographic map oan give them.

Many

persons who are in a business or a type of occupation
where a topographic map would be invaluable stated on the
questionnaire that they have never seen a topographic
map.

This is a situation which should be corrected both

for their benefit and that of the mapping industry.
A program of public education on the topographic map
should be set in motion.
will find their own uses.

Once its in their hands they
Some 0f the suggested ways of

carrying out this program are as followst
Brass up the map for eye appeal.

On the back of the
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map give pictorial and descriptive data relative to the
faee of map*

For example, tabulation of local industry,

type of agriculture, description of main geologic struct
-tures in area, what Industrial minerals are available,
point® of historic interest, etc*
Publish more maps with shaded relief,

This feature

appeals to the average map user.
Buy advertiseing space and time on the radio and
newspapers.

A little research would probably find many

radio stations and newspapers that would be glad to carry
such advertiselng as a public service feature.

With regard

to the future? educators of high school level should be
urged to Include In the school curriculum a course in
topographic map interpretation.

At least to incorporate

such material in their science classes.
The uses of the topographic map, the reader will
note, are numerous and versatile.

Each category has its

own uses depending on the Job to be done.

Xn table B,

page 85, appears a listing of the categories questioned
and the percentage of returns from each.

Categories are

listed in numerical order, beginning with the largest*
Since no date limit was specified in the questionnaire,
map* from all ages are included in the suggested improve-ment*.

The majority of these suggestions have already

been incorporated in the modern map.
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SUKfiiAfQf
Of the suggestions received, •» ore topographic map
coverage and periodic revision® compose better than 50£*
of the total suggestions*

this calls for an aooclerated

mapping program with provision for periodic revision to
keep the maps up to date*
the majority of the suggested improvements received
have already been incorporated in the modern map.

the

mein problem confronting the mapping agencies today is
to get public support for their program,
public must be Informed.

to do this the

A map appreciation program

Is recommended to accomplish this.

As one consulting

engineer said, “the topogr&phio map Is the best dollar
value since the invention of the telephone.®
At a time when only about one-fourth of our nation
has been adequately mapped for present-day civil and
military needs, the demand for more and better map# Is
increasing tremondously.

Obviously, this should be an

era of accomplishment and progress in photo gramme try*

8?
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